
 

Dear Cast and Families of Finding Nemo Kids! 
 
We hope this email finds you well. Please take some time to review songs, lyrics, 
blocking, and choreography as we are just weeks away from our performance 
weekend! (Can you believe it???)  
 
Here is a reminder of the production week schedule: 
 
Wednesday, March 27: 
● Regular class time, 3:45-5:15 p.m. 

Wednesday, April 3: 
● Regular class time, 3:45-5:15 p.m. 

Wednesday, April 10: 
● Regular class time, 3:45-5:15 p.m. 

Friday, April 12: 
● Tech Rehearsal, 4:15-6:15 p.m. 
● Please bring snacks and water, students will have opportunities to fuel 

throughout the rehearsal. 
Saturday, April 13: 
● Dress Rehearsal, 1:00-4:00 p.m. 
● Please wear your costume basics. 
● Please bring snacks and water, students will have opportunities to fuel 

throughout the rehearsal. 
Sunday, April 14: 
● 12:00 p.m. call to MoCo, ready for SHOWTIME!!! 
● Showtimes are 2 & 4 p.m. 

 
Please put these dates and times on your shared family calendar. Attendance is 
essential to a successful, confident performance. Please pre-hydrate, eat and 
sleep well! 
 
Costumes 
Due to most of the cast playing multiple roles, we are asking certain groups to 
provide their own base costume.  
● Sea Turtle Ensemble, Jellyfish, Sharks, Shark “Friends”, Fish Ensemble, 

Seagulls, and Just Keep Swimming Ensemble (in addition to their other 
roles) need to have a tighter fitting shirt and pair of pants in shades of 
blue. They can wear any shade of blue, but there should be no printed 
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images or text on their clothing (tie-dye and water/wave-like patterns are 
acceptable if they are primarily blue). 

● Nemo, Marlin, Dory, Bubbles, Bloat, Gurgle, Peach, and Gill should all 
have a tight-fitting tank top or leotard and tight-fitting shorts, if desired, to 
wear under their costumes 

● For all shoes, they can either be barefoot or have black dance shoes.  
 
Hair & Makeup 
 
Stage makeup is important to see all the actors’ features on stage with intense 
stage lighting and some actors will receive some specialty makeup looks for the 
show. We will have volunteers applying cast makeup, but if you would like to 
apply makeup at home you can take a look at the makeup designs. Actors in 
the ensemble can choose the color they would prefer. 
 
We will have some limited makeup supplies at MoCo, however, for sanitary 
reasons, we recommend actors bring their own supplies. If your child has skin 
sensitivity or an allergy to makeup or makeup remover, please let us know. 
 
Long hair should be pulled back (braids, a bun, however, you would like that 
works for your character), so it is out of your face. If your character wears a hat, 
please make sure you can wear it easily with your hairstyle of choice. 
 
As always, if you have any questions or concerns, please don't hesitate to reach 
out! 
 
Caitlin Dubois 
caitlinsdubois@gmail.com  
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